Abstract-In this paper, we consider two uncoordinated and geographically overlapping Cognitive Radio (CR) networks coexisting together with Primary User (PU) networks. One of the CR networks, the Cognitive Gateway Network (CGN) has higher priority to access the spectrum than the other CR network. We study the achievable rates of both CR networks. The achievable data rate per-node is derived analytically considering various scenarios of spectrum sensing results. The performance bound of spectrum sensing in terms of false alarm probability under prioritized access is also derived. The results of this paper illustrate how the different CR network parameters, such as transmission probability and sensing performance, affect the achievable rate in prioritized overlapping CR networks. Thus it may serve as a guide for practical deployments.
I. INTRODUCTION
High demand for wireless services has led to new spectrum sharing strategies aiming to better utilize scarce spectrum resources. Some practical scenarios include multiple Cognitive Radio (CR) networks coexisting in the same geographical area where one of the CR networks has higher priority to spectrum resources. In this paper, we consider two coexisting CR networks where the Cognitive Gateway Network (CGN ) has higher priority than the Cognitive Radio Network (CRN ). One example is in an environment where different nodes of different data requirements are deployed, assigning priority to the node ensures that such data requirements are met. Another example is in military operations, a soldier radio network and a wireless sensor network both based on cognitive radio (e.g., JTRS radios) may be deployed in the theater. The CR network of the soldiers would have a higher priority than the wireless sensor network.
The logical and physical network scenarios of two coexisting CR networks with prioritized access, CGN and CRN , are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively. Both CR networks are in the same spatial domain and they are using the same frequency opportunistically with a Primary User (PU). Thus, both CGN and CRN need to perform spectrum sensing of the PU, and CRN needs to perform additional spectrum sensing of the CGN since it has lower priority on spectrum access. There are rich literatures on the coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks on the ISM bands. Research work in this field has focused on the coexistence of WiFi (802.11) and Zigbee (802.15.4) radios, see, e.g., [1] - [3] . IEEE 802.11 b/g networks may interfere with IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks and thereby introduce significant coexistence problems for low-power sensor nodes. Although intensive research has been carried out on CR technology and single CR networks, only a few studies address the coexistence of multiple CR networks [4] - [10] . However, their analysis did not consider the access priority of CR networks. For example, Nieminen et al. [4] discussed the fundamental per-node throughput of a CR user when multiple CR networks coexist under simultaneous access with the PU.
The main objective of this paper is to find out how much throughput a CR network can achieve in the presence of another CR network with prioritized access and a PU, and the corresponding performance bound. This bound determines whether it is feasible to deploy multiple CR networks in the same region with the required quality-of-service, say, the minimum throughput. We analyze the performance of a CR network in detail by considering the effects of various CR network parameters such as transmission probability, performance of spectrum sensing (false alarm probability and miss rate probability).
The paper is organized as follows. First, the system model is given in Section II. Then, we derive the per-node throughput and the performance bound in overlapping CR networks with prioritized access in Section III. Simulation results and analysis are presented in Section IV. Related works are reviewed in Section V. Section VI gives the concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we focus on the case where two CR networks are uncoordinated and deployed in the same geographical area with different access priority in addition to a PU. The presence of the PU is defined using the following hypotheses. Hypothesis H P U 0 denotes the case in which the PU is idle and H P U 1 stands for the case in which the PU is active. We further make the following assumptions:
• The CG in CGN has prioritized access to the spectrum, therefore CR in CRN must sense for CG before transmitting data.
denotes the case where CG is idle and H CG 1 stands for the case where CG is active.
• P f,i and P m,i are the false alarm probability and miss rate probability respectively. P f,i is the probability that the CR decides the PU is in operation whereas it was actually off, while P m,i is the probability that the CR fails to detect the presence of the PU.
• Each CR network performs its own spectrum sensing and the corresponding sensing period and probabilities of false alarm and miss rate are taken into account in this paper. However, they do not coordinate their sensing nor share the sensing results.
• Simplified frame structure with a sensing period τ and data period T − τ such that T is one frame duration. In other words, CRN ensures both the PU and CGN are not transmitting before using the channel.
• The secondary CR networks are homogeneous in the sense that the nodes in the CR networks have similar capabilities and behaviors, such as the transmission power.
• Since the CR nodes are typically less powerful than the primary nodes, have smaller transmission ranges and are located closer to each other, we model the channel between CR nodes with Rayleigh fading.
• Noise is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this paper, we focus on CR ad hoc networks instead of CR networks with infrastructure support such as the IEEE 802.22 [11] systems. There is a universal detector for PU signals in each CRN while each CR node uses CSMA/CA protocol by exploiting this detection result.
III. PER-NODE THROUGHPUT AND PERFORMANCE BOUND
Since multiple networks coexist in the same region, both intra-network and inter-network interferences will be introduced. In this section we first derive the interference model for overlapping CR networks which is then exploited to deduce the per-node throughput under prioritized access. The results were further enhanced by taking into account the sensing parameters, the probability of false alarm and miss rate.
A. Interference Modelling and Probabilistic Throughput Pernode
In this section, we derive the characteristics of interference in a Poisson Cluster Process, specifically we considered Neyman-scott Cluster Process [12] . The CRN and CGN node is modeled as Poisson Cluster Process φ on R 2 . The center of the clusters are assumed to be distributed according to a stationary Poisson Point Process φ p of intensity λ P , which is called the parent process. For each cluster center x φ p , the nodes are distributed according to an independent Poisson Point Process φ x of intensity λ c in the circular covered area of radius R c around the center x. The complete distribution of all the node is given as.
As a channel model we use deterministic distancedependent path loss R −α , where R is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and α is the path loss exponent. We consider Rayleigh fading, g 0 with E{g 2 0 } = 1. The interference at the receiver node on the plane is given by
The received SINR γ at each device can be expressed as
where P 0 is the transmission power, R 0 is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and σ 2 n is the noise power. Then, we can calculate the probabilistic throughput
where θ is the required SINR for successful reception (threshold). By denoting m = g 2 this can be deduced to the following form
where F c (.) stands for the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). Moreover, note that m is an exponential random variable and F c,m (m) = e −m . The expectation is taken over the Rayleigh distribution which gives
L I φ i is the laplace transform of interference from CGN and CRN in Poisson cluster process, given by the product of individual laplace transform of CGN and CRN (L I φ iCG and L I φ iCR ) respectively, following similar derivation in [12] and [13] , we arrived at
where
wherec is the average number of point in a cluster, f (x) and f (y) are Thomas cluster process, the PDF of the node distribution around its parent point.
B. CRN Per-node Throughput
In CR networks the received interference depends on the sensing results. Furthermore, in case of overlapping CR networks the operations of the other CR network also affect the performance. Consequently, we have multiple transmission scenarios listed in Table I . In prioritized access, CGN can Table I : Possible Transmission Probability for CRN We define multiple capacity scenarios at CRN depending on the situations:
For instance, when PU is idle and both CGN and CRN transmit, then the capacity at CRN is given by C 3 . Then the following achievable data rates of CRN can be obtained for different transmission scenarios shown in Table I . 1) Both PU and CGN are idle:
where Ω 2 = (T − τ 2 )/T . 2) PU is active but CGN remains idle:
3) PU is idle, but CGN is active:
4) Both PU and CGN are active:
We define the per-node throughput such that the transmitter has a packet to transmit while a receiver is idle, i.e., the receiver does not have a packet to transmit. This can be formulated as follows
where R T = R 1 + R 2 + R 3 + R 4 and p is the transmission probability.
C. Performance Bound on Spectrum Sensing of CRN
In practice CR users should achieve reasonable data rate, we denote this rate asĤ. Next, we derived the bound of the false alarm probability that is required to achieve the desired rate H ≥Ĥ.
By analyzing R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 , we concluded that in practice R 2 and R 4 have negligible influence on the performance of CR users since both the miss rate probability and the probability of PU being active are small. Thus, the following approximation is applied.
and assume that CRN has the same spectrum sensing performance for CGN and PU, i.e., P
If P f,2 and P m,2 are very small, the achievable rate for a node approaches p(1 − p)η 1 . It can also be shown that the achievable rate of a node will decrease when P f,2 increases and P m,2 decreases. If the spectrum sensing performance of CGN at CRN is given a priori, then we can find the maximum probability of false alarm of PU at CRN for achieving a certain rateĤ
The above equation (22) defines the upper bound for probability of false alarm of PU at CRN.
D. CGN Performance
It is relatively straightforward to calculate the achievable rates of CGN assuming the miss rate probability of CGN at CRN is very low. From Table II and the capacity formulas given below 
The achievable rates are 1) PU is idle:
Similarly, the bound on the spectrum sensing of PU at CGN should satisfy
whereĤ 1 is the desired data rate of CG and p 1 is the transmission probability of CG.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on the analysis and derivations presented above, the achievable rate of the prioritized access is presented in this section. The performance of overlapping CR networks is studied by investigating the effects of different parameters on the achievable rate of CRN under prioritized access. In this section, we use the following practical values for network parameters: R 0 = 1 , P 0 = 30 dBm, σ n = −70 dBm, θ = 10 dB,c = 3, α = 4, p 1 = p 2 = 0.5, λ p = 2, and μ = 1. For each resulted figure we vary different parameters to demonstrate their impact. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the effect of sensing performance (false alarm probability and miss rate probability) on the achievable rate in case of overlapping CR networks under prioritize secondary access. These figures capture the fundamental nature of overlapping CR networks. As false alarm probability of CR network increase, the achievable rate decreases. Miss rate probability has the opposite effect, because increase in miss rate probability increases the achievable rate. These results imply that CR users would like to have as low probability of false alarm as possible while keeping the Figure 5: Effect of false alarm and miss probabilities on the Throughput of CGN required miss rate probability (due to regulations) to achieve the best performance. The false alarm probability of CGN network should be high such that the CRN network would be able to access and use the spectrum alone as often as possible. Figure 5 shows the achievable rate for CGN. It demonstrates similar effect of spectrum sensing performance on the achievable rate, i.e., higher false alarm probability implies less data rate and higher miss rate probability implies more data rates.
V. RELATED WORKS AND CONTRIBUTION
There are many works on the coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks in the ISM bands, such as the coexistence of WiFi (802.11) and Zigbee (802.15.4) radios [1] - [3] , [8] , [14] , [15] . IEEE 802.11 b/g networks may interfere with IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks and thereby introduce significant coexistence problems for low-power sensor nodes [1] , [2] . In [14] , a coexistence model of IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11b/g, which exposes the interactive behavior between these two standards and therefore accurately explains their coexistence performance was proposed. The authors of [8] used a multi-agent system based approach to achieve information sharing and decision distribution among multiple 802.11 networks deployed within small geographic vicinity. An experimental study was performed in [15] , where the results raise important coexistence issues for 802.15.4 and 802.11 by showing that 802.15.4 significantly impacts 802.11 performance in many cases. The more recent study [3] proposed a novel MAC, Cooperative Busy Tone (CBT), that enables the reliable coexistence between WiFi and Zigbee. CBT allows a separate ZigBee node to schedule a busy tone concurrently with the desired transmission, thereby improving the visibility of ZigBee devices to WiFi. However, these works focus on the coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks in the ISM bands, rather than the coexistence of multiple homogeneous cognitive radio networks with primary user network. Furthermore, the analysis were mainly on the different PHY/MAC structures and standards of WiFi (802.11) and Zigbee (802.15.4) radios.
Although intensive research has been carried out on CR technology and single CR networks, only a few studies address the coexistence of multiple CR networks [5] - [7] , [9] , [10] . In [5] , customer admission and eviction control was investigated using game theory for two co-located wireless service providers that temporarily lease a licensed spectrum band from the licensees and opportunistically utilize it during the absence of the legacy users. The goal is to provide WiFilike Internet access in spectrum whitespaces with better service quality than that of WiFi in the ISM band. The minimum blocking probabilities and maximum spectrum utilizations of three co-located systems with different bandwidth requirements were derived for one-channel band scenario in [6] . A channel packing scheme was then proposed for the multiplechannel band scenario to decrease the blocking probability and reduce the overall failure probability of the cognitive radio systems. A priority queue model was proposed for cognitive radio networks in [7] , where the primary user has preemptive priority while the cognitive users are further divided into different priority levels. A scheduling model was built based on the hybrid priority dynamic policy. In [9] , a system model for dynamic spectrum access consisting of two CR networks with intra-group cooperation and inter-group competition was developed, the intra-group cooperation was implemented using opportunistic decode-and-forward (ODF) scheme to demonstrate the effects of intra-group cooperation in an underlay spectrum sharing network and its impact on enhancing group performance. In [10] , three state sensing model was proposed to detect the PU active and idle state as well as the SU activities in multiple CR networks. It is shown that the scheduler provided much needed gain during congestions. However, none of the above works discussed the fundamental per-node throughput of a cognitive radio user when multiple cognitive radio networks coexist with primary users. The authors in [4] discussed the fundamental per-node throughput of a CR user when multiple CR networks coexist under simultaneous access with the PU but did not consider the performance in prioritized overlapping CR networks. Furthermore, we provide insights on the dominant factors of the per-node throughput and validated these in the results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the performance of two coexisting cognitive radio networks with a primary network. Specifically, we consider the case where one cognitive radio network, a cognitive gateway network (CGN), has higher priority to access spectrum than the other cognitive radio network (CRN). The achievable rates in both CGN and CRN are derived and the performance bounds in terms of false alarm probability are given for desired data rate. These results can be used in the planning and deployment of multiple cognitive radio networks with different priorities.
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